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1． This paper tries to characterize the pseudo-cleft sentences syntactically．

The pseudo-cleft construction has been discussed variously by Noam

Chomsky，'Joseph Emonds， Adrian Akmajian， Ray S． Jackendoff， F．R．

Higgins， P．W． Culicover， and others， to name a few at random． The

exhaustive treatment of the pseudo-cleft construction is found in Akma-

jian's・4spec彦3げ伽Gγα〃zmar of Focus in English and Higgi．ns'The．Pseudo-

Cleft Conystruction in English． Recently Culicover expressed a new idea

within the framework of the freezing principle．

  These scholars have taken up various points of interest about the pseudo-

cleft constrUction． Chomsky treated the pseudo-cleft for the support Qf

，the × convention， Emonds for the structure-preserving hypothesis， Akma一一

jian within the fra．mework of the extended standard theory to capture the

distributional similarity of the cleft and the pseudo-cleft sentences．

  The fQrmal tequirement of the pseudo-cleft construction is that the

matrix predicate contains the copula and a phrase constituent， and中e

subject consists of a clause introduced by a励一item， usually what． The

matrix predicate functions as the focal item， the constituent being em-

phasized．

  Familiar examples such as the following sentences are typically called

pseudo-cleft sentences．

    ・（1） a． What John bought was a typewriter．

        b． What John was was tall．

        c． What John did was 'shave himsel£

  ＊This paper is a modified version of the third chapter of my master's

thesis submitted to the Graduate School of Languages． and Linguistics， of

Sophia University in 1979． L
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        d． What Mary believed was that John had gone to the party．

        e． What 1'm telling you is for your good．

We will' 撃奄高奄?the discUssion to the pseudo-cleft beginning with what．

The reason is that the construction with what is more restricted．in the sense

that it cannot be used when there is a head NP． So we will igndre the

pseudo-cleft beginning with zvho， where， zvhen， and so on． Such sentences

as The only people they really like are each other are also excluded from the

pseudo-cleft construction by the definition above．

  We suppose that cleft sentences are derived in a different way than

pseudo-clefts． As is known， the focus position of clefts is occupied either

by NP or PP． So it seems necessary to put an extra・constraint if we should

derive pseudo-clefts from clefts or vice versa． A neW aPproach to clefts

is proposed in Chomsky （1976）．i）'

  We will presuppose， in this paper， the revised extended standard theorY

（RES'1”） outlined in Chomsky （1975， 1976） and Chomsky and Lasnik （1977）．

According to REST， a grammar contains four systems of rules； base tules，

transformational rules， rules that derive logical form （LF）， and rules that

produce semantic representation （SR）．

  The base rules are，'we suppose， constrained by the X-bar theory， which

was proposed by Chomsky （1970），． and extended by Jackendoff （1977）．

The application of transformational rules are governed by 'the principle Of

the （strict） cycle． The．structural description is restricted by a condition

of minimal factorization． We assume that when a 'constituent is moved by

a transformational operation， it leaves a trace behind． The relation of the

moved constituent and the trace is that of anaphora．．

  There are conditions restricting anaphoric relation in surface structure

such as the tensed-S condition and the specified subject condition． They

are stated as follows：

    （2） ．．．X．．．［．．．．Y．．．］．．．X．．．

             No rule can involve X and Y in （2）一where a is a tensed-S

             （the tensed-S condition）一〇r where a contains a subject

             distinct from Y and not controlled by X （the specified sub一．

1） pp．94-97．
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        ject condition， SSC）．

Core grammar contains the following rules：

（3） a．

    b．

（4） a一．

b．

c．

Move NP

Move wh-phrase

Reciprocal rule： assign to each other the feature ，

［十anaphoric to i］ in a structure containing NPi．'

Bound anaphora： assign to a pronoun the feature ［十anaphoric

to i］ in a structure containing NP， in the context ［NP．．．

Possessive ． ． ．N．］ ．

Disj oint reference： assign to a pronoun the feature ［一ana-

phoric to i］ in a structure containing NPi．

They are constrained by the・conditions mentioned above．     、

2．Now we will try to account for the base generation of the pseudo-cleft

sentences． Let us examine what strロcture fbr the pseudo．cleft should

be gene士ated by the phrase structure rules．

  Akmajian（1970）permits only NP and AP after the copula in order to

maintain the economy of the phrase structure rules． His phrase structure

rules for the copular sentences would look like the fbllowing：

    （5）a． S→NP（AUX）2）VP

        b・VP一∂・個

（5）is an abbreviated form in that it does not show what statuses the copula

be and predicate NP hold． See Chomsky（1965），．p．107，（57 iii-iv）．'Ac-

cording to（5）， the phrasal categories other than NP and AP，‘when they

occupy、 the position after the copula， cannot hold the predicate．positio耳

                                   ノ
unless move，d by a transformational operation， that is， by Extraction Rule

（6）．、

    （6） Extractioh Rule3）

            ［s［X-A-Y］s be ［△］］→

            ［s［X一［十PRO，十WH］．Y］s be［A］］

  2） The brace here does not mean that the node is optional． Rather， as

／the AUX node is not explicitly treated'in Akmajian （1970）， it is simply inserted

inserted for form's sake．

  3） Akmajian（1970）， p．30．
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  （5） also predicts that PP's cannot appear in the predicate position at

all， since PP cannot be generated by （S） itself nor by Extraction Rule （6）．

This is・becaUse there is ．no wh-form for PP's． But PP's do appear in the

focus position of the pseudo-cleft sentences， still more after the coupula be

in the following copular sentences．

    （7） a．

（8）

b．

c．

コ
 

 
 

コ

a
b
C

There is another type of be that precedes PP's．

    （9） a．

        b．

        c．

The meaning of this type is

    The phraSe Structure rules （5）

that not pnly Extraction Rule

discussed in my master's thesis，4）

（8）・and （9）

  Higgins， who proposed the' null hypothesis （10），

phrase structure ruleS in Higgins （1973）．

What the particular action was is of no． consequence-

people have differing staridards and what may seem respect-

able and noble to one may be n' 盾狽?奄獅?short of debasing to

another：

Norman Lewis， IVord Power Made Easy， Pocket Books，

p．365）．

What 1 said was against the tinderbox： 1 said nothing against

justices and constables， ．'．．（George Eliot， Silas Marner，

Penguine 'Books， p． 113）．

What 1 heard of her being better was through my master．

（Wilkie 'Collins， The M70man in M7hite， Penguine Books， p．

423）．

Production is at a complete standstill．

1 am for the proposal， but he's against it．

Everything between them was at an end．

                             ，

My ．house is．near the gtation．

A plan of the town is on page 23．

My mother is in the kitchen．

            ‘locational' and may hardly 6e called the copula．

                     are， then， inadequate on the ground

                 （6） is hardly valid because of the points

                   but also those sentences mentioned in

does not elaborate the

4） pp．12-23．
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   （10）5） The surface structure form of 'a Specificational pseudo-cleft

        sentence is essentially identical to its deep structure．

But judging from what his idea is， the following phrase structure rules will

be obtained．

   （11） a． S一一一＞NP（AUX）VP

b． VP一一）Fbe

s

NP
AP
VP6）

PP
Higgins does not treat PP's either． But it seems necessary for PP to be

generated in the predicate position．

  Notice incidentally that Rule （11b） is superior in simplicity to（5b），

since we can state that all the phrase nodes in the sense of Emonds （1976）

can appear in the post-copular position．

  Now we turn to the first question whether S or S should be generated

after the copula． Consider the following sentences．

（12） a．

     b．

（13）

・（14）

c．

●

o

・

a
b
C

・
 
・a
b
c．

The sentences

What Columbus believed was that the earth is round．

What was obvious to all was that Bill knew French thorough-

ly．

What John insisted on was that．no girl should be permitted

at the meeting．

What 1 want very much is for． Bill to win．

What' P Perfer is for Bill to win．

What remains is for us to apply the law to the fact．

What puzzled me most was what John ate at breakfast．一

What surprised Mary most was how they escaped being

accused of the crime．

What ，Bill wanted to find out was．where MarY was hiding．

  （12）一（14） obviouslY show that the node that should be

  5） Higgins （1973）， p．8．

  6） lf the infinitival construction such as wash himself in MZhat John did was

wash himself is analyzed as a VP． See Lasnik and Fiengo （1 974）． Otherwise，

the infinitival complement will be derived by expanding the complement sentence．
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generated after the copula is S．'
@．．・ ．．．． ． '

  But if． S is genβrated after the copula there．arises a problem， na血ely，

why the coMplementizer doeS not per血it free deleti6n discμssed in Chomsky

and Lasnik （1977）7）， p． 458， footnote 65．

Their complementizer free deletion rule is formulated as follow＄：

   （15）8）．In the domain COMP， delete。回，whereαis an arbitrary category

         and g an arbitrary structure．

In order to filter out tensed sentences without complementizers like the'

following sentences （16），' Chomsky and Lasnik propose the filter （17）．

   （16） a． “John persuaded Bill Tom would leave．
                                 '

         b． ＊John quipped he could pass without trying．

         c． ＊He left is a surprise．

   （17）9） “．［NP tense VP］， un1ess a£F NP and is adjacent to and in the

             domain of ［十F］，'that， or NP．

Although there's some doubt whether the coupla has the feature ［十V］iO），

there's a way to block sentences that have deleted complementizers．

See Jackendoff （1977）ii） for those who regard the copula to have the feature

［十V］． The mechanism that blocks the sentences ' i16） ・is Higgins' inviolable

constraint． The focal' items' of the following sentences cannot be moved

or deleted when they are read as specificational statements．

   （18） a． What John is is proud．

   ．一 b・ ＊Is what John is proud？

   （19） a． What John is is interesting and what Bill is is important．

        b． ． “What John is is interesting and what Bill is important．

  But there are soMe一 exceptions to the inviolable constraint． It cannot

explain the appearance and disap， pearance of erriotive should in the following

sentences．

  7） Noam Chomsky and Howard Lasnik， “Filters and'control，” Linguistic

Inquirvv， Vol． 8．3．， 1977， pp． 425-504．

  8） Jbid．， p．446．

  9） lbid．， p．486．

10） See Chomsky （1970）， p． 34， for his mysterious reinark・that the copula

serves as a kind of existential operator．

11）Ray． S． Jackendoff， Xβlyπ'α醗∠1 Stuめ'of Phrase Structure Linguistic

Inquiry Monograph Two， Ca．mbridge， Mass．： MIT， 1977， pp． 66-67．
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．（20）

（21）

ai

b．

●
 
・
 
●
 
●

C
a
b
C

In English the expansion of tense is obligatory， so there's no way to generate

the bare copula by the phrase structure rules i2？． lt seems most economical

to delete emotive should freely when there are governing predicate．

  Incidentally， jf the inviolqble constraint is valid， this serves as a criterion

to test whether the infinitival construction after the copula should be

generated as・S or VP． This is because the inviolable constraint blocks

the deletion of complementizers in the structure ．（22）， when this structure'

appears in the．predicate position of the pseudo-cleft sentences．'

   （22） a． ，［for PRO to VP］

        b． i［for X-self to VP］

As for （22b）， X-self is npt allowed to delete by the inviolable constraint．

In addition to the structureS （22）， wh in the sentence John is easy to please

should not be deleted either when the predicate appears in the pseudo-cleft

sentence such as vahat John is is easy to pZease． But this sentence is grarriht

matical．

  The traditional analysis 6f the subject of relative clauses is Np AS． This

is introduced'by the phrase ＄tructure such ．as' （23）．'

   （23） NP-eFNP S

The．point we want to dis｛uss is： what is the he，ad o．f the specificatiQnal

and predictiQpal pseu．do-cleft sentences？

  Two competing proposals have．，appeared in the literature： Bresnan

（1973）i3） takes the head． to． dominate what， and Gee （1974）i4） takes the head

What 1 propos，e is that the mQney should be． spent on library

books．

What is requested is that every gandidate should write

legibly．

“What is dithcult is that the room should be well lighted．

What 1 propose is that the moneY be spe'nt on library books．

What'is requested is that every candidate write legibly．

＊What is diMcult is that the room be well lighted．

                                      '

  12） But see the 'element Subistnctlve discussed in Culicdver's doctoral

dissertation （1971） and also Chomsky （1973）， footnote 13'， p． 87．

  13） Joan Bresnan， “Headless' relatives，”'unpublished manuscript， 1973．

  14） J．？． Gee， “Notes on free relatives，” unpublished manuscript， 1974．
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to be ． null， that is， PRO． According to Bresnan・・（1973） the structure of

free relatives is diagramed as follows：

   （24）

                              NP

   NP ” '     s
∠＝こ＼        △

what （ever） John cooked

In suppott of the structure （24）， she cites the evidence of pied-piping and

that the wh-wbrd in a ‘headless” relative can be part of a larger NP．

（25）

ロ
 
 
コ
 
 
 

a
b
C（26） ' a．

b．

Whoever， this discoverY Was attributed to was very smart．

＊To whoever this discovery was attributed was very smart．

1'll attribute' @this discovery to whoever that dis60very was

・tt・ibu
戟Ed｛彙亀｝・

Whatever food there may be in that dusty pantry is probably

infested With moth eggs．

Whatever food that there may be in that dusty pantry is

probably infested with mpth eggs．

If free relatives have the headed structure like ordinary relatives as that of

（24）， why free relatives do not permit extraposition from NP should be

explained． ．

   （27） a． Such friends as I once had are gone．

        b． Such friends are gone as I once had．

   （28） a． Whatever friends that 1 once had are gone．

         b． ＊Whatever friends are gone that I once'had．

Bresnan （1973） answers this counterargument saying that extraposition

from NP depends on the kind of determiner-the． head has．'

   （29）' a． Such friends as I once had are gone．

         b． ＊Such friends are gone as I once had．

   （30）a． The best丘iehd that I ever had is gone．

        b．＊The best丘iend is gone that I ever had．

Gee （1974） propos'es the following structure for the headless relatives：

（160）



（31）is）

                   N”

                   轟r

pAIIo 'co，MAt ． s
                          l

                                      一WH

Gee's claims are ： （i） Most people reject （26b）． （ii） When the wh-phtase has

come' @from subject position， the that is always worse，（32）． （iii） Pied-piping

一                         一

ls sometlmes

   （32） al

b．

c．

（33） a．

b．

Fourth， Gee asks w

thing like “＊Invite whoever to whom the

  In addition to the points G

（31）， the following points

betwe' ??（24） and （31）

cally speaking the specificational and predicational pseudo-cleft sentences

have the same underlying structure． This is the same as that of free rela-

tives． lf the underlying structure of the pseudo-cleft sentences and free

relatives is regarded to be （24）， what dominated by the head of the subject

functions ・as・an element expressing “something，” just as those behat's in

the fixed expre＄sions such as what is more， what by NP， what with NP．

Higgins treats this what as a cataphoric element． Cataphoric wh seems at

possible for free ，relatives，（33）．

Whatever girls （“that） are willing to play football shoUld be

．on the field by 4．

Whatever girls （？＊that） the coach chooses to play football should

be on the ・field by 4．

Whatever girls （？？that） there may be on the football team

should be on the field at 4．

1 regret what lengths Nixon has gone to to avoid being

1 regret to what lengths Nixon has gone to avoid being

i血peached．

     hat stops pied-piping from taking place， giving some-

                          discovery is attributed．｝'

               ee （1974） adduces in favor of the structure

             seem to'bear on the choice of the structure

        ： Higgins' null hypothesis （10） claims that syntacti一

15） Gee （1974）） p．20．
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first thought rather rare except in free relatives． But with the zvh deleted

by complementizer free deletion rule （15） there seems to be，a case of

cataphoric wh． Consider the following sentence：

   （34） Easy to please is John．

If （34） is acceptable， it contains wh cataphoric to John since the source for

tough-class adj ectives is the following．

   （35） Xis easy （for us） g ［for PRO to please Y］i6）

We suppgse the ordering relevant to （34） is aph-deletion， stylistic inversion，

interpretation of open sentences （i．e． the sentences with free variables） in

this order．

  According to Bresnan'＄ （24）， aphat is generated ．from the base under the

head NP． lf so， what stops wh from appearing in COMP？Bresnan adopts

励．deユetioll analysis in contrast to Chomsky，s wh-rnovement analysis負）r

the' 唐狽窒浮モ狽浮窒?of （24）． lt is' not clear at this point which analysis is adquate．

We presuppose Chomsky's wh-movement analysis for free relatives．

  The difficulties that lie in （31） are that the head，． PRO， is ordinarily

regarded as a controlled element． But the PRO in this case一 does not

seem to be controlled by anything． Notice that， in this case， Higgins'

claim that what functions cataphrically does not apply， since wh in （31） is

anaphoric to PRO． lf PRO is considered to be controlled by the predicate，

is it plaUsible for PRO to be controlled by VP， AP， or PP？ The answer

seems to be negative．

  Jackendoff （1977） used PRO in discussing the partitive construction．

He claims that． such as， many of the men， has the structure （36）．

  16） Noam Chomsky， “Ori wh-moverneht，” Va．d． Culicover， Wasowi and

Almiajian， Formal Syntax， N．Y．： Academic Press， lnc．， 1977， p．103．
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（36）

，
 

'

 
 

N
l
N

                                           N'

劉． ．N（二＝享＝こN，・・ '
ManY@” p'

ql'

?' Z5til）ii21）e men

And he proposes the following projection rule．

   （37） Partitive Projection Rule

            PRONtUNIT／ ［＋ll｝artitive］

In this case PRO is governed by the immediately preceding partitive．

  The way out of this puzzle is as follows： Suppose that wh is present

under the head of free relatives from the base but has no phonetic content．

   （38）

                 Nt．

                  l

                 N”

                  N一
              ，．NN／' coTsft｛i；'／'iii s

                  l   -WH

                 wh

This is a compromise Of （24） and （31）． This wh is the same type that is

found in Chopasky （1976）'7）． Chomsky proposed that wh underlies whaS is

called a subdeletion Case of the comparative construction， for example，

the desk is wider than it is high． ．When the bare wh is dgminated by ad-

jective A， it expresses a referent point， “some extent or degreet” As to

the bare wh dominated by noun N， it refers bagk ip the，＄ame way as

cataphoric this do es．

17） Chomsky（1976）， p．123．
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  Consider． the following sentence ：

   （39） What John bought was a typewriter．

For（39） we presuppbse the following underlying 'structure：

   （40）

                   s

，

'
 
 
 
〃
N
i
N

                                   V”，

N' S
l  八Nx COMP S
1 一LwH

塾        N”'
               1，

AUX 
［

Pタst

John

     Vnt

AUx'． ． vtt

1' l
           v．'

 vtte
，
 
e

S・ N”

      a typewriter

                          P． ast

                       '   ・へ

                    ・ V N”t
                                             zEts

                                 buy what

The wh dominated by the head of the subj ect ensures that extraposition

from NP does not take place， since the head is nonlexical like PRO． Pied-

piping is also accounted for， since what in the embedded sentence is moved

to COMP but the head is phonetically null so that we cannot see the head．

Then， if the scntence in its uninverted order begins with the prepositional

phrase， it is not usually permitted， since there's no sentence in English

that has a prepositional subj ect．

  The'last question that should be discussed in this paper is why free

relatives are always tehsed． lri other words， why there are no such sentences

as （41）？

   （41） a． ＊What for J ohn to do is shave himselL

        b． ＊What for Mary to be is tall．

        c． ＊What for Bill to buy is a typewriter．

The underlying structure for （41 a） is （42）．
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（42）

s

        NP VP
NpA' li brg／××＞vp
             へ    剛  ∠∠＝ここ＞tsb
 
t

血 COMPン八＿' shavehimself
勉 NP

John

      vP

AUX VP
to

L＞＞一
buy what

The same phenomenon is found in the case of compar4tive subdeletion．

   （43） a． “The desk is wider than for it to be high．

        b． ＊Mary is more satisfied than for her to be happy．

        c． ＊John is happier than for him to look healthy．

The solutipn of this question seems to lie in wh in both constructions．

The wh triggers the tensed sentences．
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